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1. Full colour version
This should be used whenever possible for all 
applications. Refer to corporate colour palette 
for spot and CMYK colour breakdowns.

2. Reversed full colour version
This should be used when printing in full 
colour on a solid background. (Concertus 
grey only).

3a 3b. Mono positive and reversed (Solid)

This should be used when printing is 
limited to single colour, but only as 
preferred palette colours. (Concertus grey or 
dark purple preferred). Use the mono solid 
versions where logo appears reversed on an 
image as long as there is a sufficient 
background contrast.

4a 4b. Mono positive and reversed (Tinted)

This should be used when printing on a solid 
background (Concertus grey or dark purple 
preferred). Or where logo appears reversed
on an image.

Background colour
Correct uses of background colours enhance 
the impact of the Concertus logo. When placing 
the logo within an application, optimal legibility 
should always be your first priority.

There are six main Concertus logo 
variations available: full colour version, 
reversed colour version, positive mono 
version, reverse mono version, positive 
mono tinted version, reverse mono 
tinted version.

There is also a logo option 2 for each of 
these in a square configuration that can 
be used when space is limited.
(See next page) 

These are the only acceptable uses 
of the Concertus logo.

NOTE:

- Always make sure there is enough contrast between 
the background colour and the logo.

- Do not place logos on backgrounds or use colours 
that detract from or do not give enough emphasis 
to the logo.
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